Inventory
George Grassmuck Collection
(Materials listed in **bold type** are available for research)

**Box 1**

Correspondence – General (1961-1963)
Campaign 1960 – Correspondence
Campaign 1960 – Directories of the Campaign Staff
Campaign 1960 – Polls/Surveys – National Media Analysis
Campaign 1960 – Polls/Surveys – Claude Robinson
Campaign 1960 – Printed Materials
Campaign 1972 – Youth Strategy; Summary Report on Robert M. Teeter Collection
(Ford Library)
Nixon Administration – Cabinet Committee on Opportunities for Spanish Speaking
People
Nixon Administration – Cabinet Committee on Opportunities for Spanish Speaking
People
Nixon Administration – U.S. Department of H.E.W. – Immigration, Illegal (Mexico)
Nixon Administration – U.S. Department of H.E.W. – Immigration, Refugees (Cuba)

**Box 2: Slides**

Campaign 1960
Stealing an Election
[Chicago, Illinois]
[Chicago, Illinois]
[Chicago, Illinois]
[East Chicago, Indiana]
[Texas]
[Angela County, Texas]
[Fannin County, Texas]
[Fort Bend, Texas]